Managing In and Around
Volatility Using Real-Time
Data Analytics

Executive Summary
ActiveViam, a pure player in data
analytics for the financial services
industry, presented at CefPRo’s Risk
EMEA conference in London in June
where risk professionals gathered to
discuss how to manage post-pandemic
risk amid high volatility, rising inflation
and interest rate hikes. Cedric
Cavallier, Senior Business Development
Executive with ActiveViam, used what
we’ve learned first-hand from clients
to discuss how banks are no longer
interested in performing calculations
on stale data to meet regulatory
requirements. Rather, they want to
optimize the underlying data in real
time that fuels their businesses to make
well-informed decisions and meet
regulatory requirements with minimal
capital burden. In order to do that,
banks need high-performance data
analytics capabilities. ActiveViam’s
solution provides real-time data
updates and the ability to perform
multiple, powerful What-If scenarios
that can help banks optimize market
risk, FRTB capital charges and the
entire xVA portfolio

Here are some key takeaways:
High inflation, rising interest
rates, geopolitical factors and
post-Covid supply chain issues
are causing extreme economic
uncertainty.
As Covid restrictions lift, demand for
goods and services is growing but supply
chain issues has caused a gap between
supply and demand while commodity
prices are rising due to the war in Ukraine.
Consumers are feeling a strain on their
wallet for all products made from oil and
wheat – so the cost to heat and cool homes
is going up as food prices rise. Rising
gasoline prices mean transportation costs
are rising which are also being passed
onto the consumer. The base inflation rate
has risen to a 40-year high and is causing
banks to take pause on the economic
impact this is having. Furthermore, banks
do not have any historical data reflecting
this unprecedented confluence of events
to create risk models, leaving them flying
in the dark.

Managing volatile market risk
We are seeing our clients increase their
footprint around data analytics. They
need three things to be able to sufficiently
manage market risk, especially during times
of deep uncertainty – access to real-time
pricing, limits management/monitoring and
the ability to create What-If scenarios to
model any risk that comes their way. The
front office, especially, needs to be able
to create scenarios to see and understand
the impact market data is having on their
risk metrics. Pricing engines do not provide
this. Only a data analytics platform with
powerful What If capabilities can give you
the ability check your assumptions about
a trade and update data on-the-fly as well
as all associated metrics to see a full risk
impact. Then you can refresh PnL Explain
to check and see if it yields a profit or loss.
Non-linear calculations like VaR can be
quickly performed and all the data can
then be aggregated into one view. A flexible
limits monitoring and management tool
with a workflow (approval, audit) also helps
you investigate when you have a breach
and learn whether it occurred because of
a change in market data, a new deal or
something else.

should instantaneously be able to see the
Key benefits
include:
impact of different
risk factors on-the-fly
to
make optimal regulatory capital decisions.
This is where data analytics solutions
are interesting because you can perform
multiple scenarios on-the-fly and test
and compare them to choose the optimal
direction. Our solution scales across desks,
books and the enterprise to help with
hedging different assets as well as test the
SA or IMA on a particular desk to optimize
the capital charge.

Calibrating the xVA Portfolio
Amid market volatility, a system that
quickly performs non-linear calculations
at advanced speed across multiple books,
desks, portfolios and more means you can
dig into the data behind your valuation
adjustments across all derivatives trades
and CSA’s and optimize your capital
charges. Use What-If analysis to carve out a
netting set and switch the capital treatment
between the BA and SA and test the effects
on the capital charge for each. Or run a
pre-deal check to see the impact of a new
trade on the portfolio or to counterparty
credit risk. The options are nearly limitless.

Reining in the FRTB Capital Charge
Our FRTB solution has helped our clients
not only to be compliant with FRTB but
also to navigate current markets, see
where their weaknesses are and protect
themselves. We don’t just cover the basics
– i.e. to send data to a template in a “Black
Box” and generate a regulatory report.
Banks want much more than that – they
want to be able to explain their results to
upper management and regulators alike. It
should not take days or weeks with multiple
people working night and day to explain
your numbers – in a few clicks you should
be able to explain your results. As well, you

Conclusion
In conclusion, the post-pandemic world
means inflation and rising interest
rates. This is the new normal. Data
analytics has never been as crucial as
it is now and banks need to have the
right data analytics technology to be
able to manage volatility and changing
conditions.

Do you want to learn more about
data analytics for finance?

About ActiveViam
ActiveViam provides precision data analytics tools to help organizations make better
decisions faster.
ActiveViam started in 2005 with the vision of leveraging in-memory technology to create
an analytics platform where businesses could leverage the largest data sets without
restrictions, keep them up-to-date in real time and use them to empower their decision
makers.
Our goal at ActiveViam, is to let organizations not only make decisions faster, but better;
to not only reach their data, but their potential; to not only see their data, but find their way
into the future.
ActiveViam is a privately owned company with offices in Paris, London, New York and
Singapore.
For more information please visit: www.activeviam.com
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